Forming a Global Base for Knowledge Collaboration to Contribute to the Future of Humanity and the Planet

Create an ideal future vision with society through dialogue open to diversity

A SHARED VISION OF THE FUTURE

Establish a new university model that provides a foundation for serving the global public

As a university that serves the global public, we aim to nurture diverse and talented individuals, discover solutions to the various global issues, and open up a bright new future through the cycle of dialogue and mutual confidence.

- Solidify confidence in the university as a place to create value through academic activity
- Create a better future society with inclusiveness and liberty
- Co-creation with wider sectors of society

TARGET ACTIONS

Forming future academic assets Promoting employment of young researchers; fostering individuals equipped with vision to drive the creation of new academic endeavors and scientific knowledge

International appeal Develop large international joint research facilities and international collaborative centers of research excellence

Communicating knowledge Global Commons; collaboration across academic fields; creation of a data-utilizing society

Utilizing comprehensive knowledge 1. Green transformation (GX), 2. Digital transformation (DX), 3. Diversity & Inclusion (D&I)

DISSEMINATING OUTCOMES

Progress check and evaluation
Regularly monitor achievements on evidential basis using objective data from Institutional Research

External Evaluation by Experts
- Administrative Council
- University Corporate Relations Network
- Future Society Initiative Advisory Board Meeting
- UTokyo Global Navigation Board
- IARU (International Alliance of Research Universities)

CREATE NEW VALUE

Optimize the collective activities of the university as an organization that serves the public

Raise UTokyo’s startup ecosystem to the world standard
- realize productive circulation of knowledge, talent, and funds centered on university

Provide excellent research results and latest knowledge to society

Creation of a data-utilizing society
- through the Science Information Network SINET and mdx: a platform for the data-driven future

ENHANCING UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

- Realize sound financial management as well as legal and risk management by establishing specialized departments
- Develop new and sound scheme of university endowment
- Raise professional university administrators